Fact Sheet


CompleatCapture
See how it works

Invoice data from here, there, everywhere.
CompleatCapture represents the simplest way to capture invoice data — by accepting all formats
from any location.

What does CompleatCapture do?
Invoice capture in any format.

Eliminates duplicate invoices.

PDF, doc/docx, xls/xlsx, htm/html,
xt, tif/tiff, plus any other file type
accepted.

Instant invoice upload.

Email inbox retrieval.

Keep in-line with HMRC record keeping
regulations.

See it live.
We want Compleat to be 100% self-service.
You can go from zero to hero in as little as 30
minutes on your own. Having said that, we would
be delighted to give you a live tour before you
commit. You may even learn something.

Book a demo
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Why do you need CompleatCapture?
Free time from menial tasks.
If you have staff who spend hours and hours inputting invoice data, they can now use that time for
something more valuable!

Reduce inputting errors.
Computers don’t make mistakes! If they do, it’s usually the fault of the person who set up the
program.
Eliminate errors, whether they’re getting the items and costs mixed up, moving the decimal place, or
submitting duplicate invoices. CompleatCapture will input the data as it appears, & check to see if it
has already processed the invoice.

Invoices uploaded as soon as they are received.
Know with confidence that any invoice that has entered your business is uploaded into your P2P
system, ready for approval.
This makes it far easier to respond to supplier queries or even just have peace of mind that any
received invoices are automatically date stamped & accounted for.
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Who is Compleat Software?
#TheFutureIsNow
We believe in helping business to achieve the extraordinary, simplify the way you buy & pay. Find out
more about us here.

Simplifying the
way everyone
buys & pays.
Invoice Automation | Online Buying |
Purchase to Pay | Digital Procurement

Find out more

Empowering businesses to
achieve the extraordinary.

Contact Compleat here...
Compleat-ly social

Company Registered in England and Wales, Number 3659980
| Head office: 30 Stamford Street, London, SE1 9LQ, United
Kingdom | VAT Number 750814733
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